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Lewd act
reported in
Wahlquist
Fifth -floor men’s
room again tite
site of sex crime
By Deborah Kerr
Daily staff writer

An SJSU staff member got an unexpected
and unwelcome proposition at 1 p.m. Tuesday
when he was using a Wahlquist Library North
fifth -floor restroom.
Not only did the staff member turn down
the proposition in a not-so-gentle way, he also
tiled a lewd act report with University Police.
"The individual in question, whose name I
was asked not to release, was sluing in a stall,
and the person in the stall next to him
knocked on the partition and thrust his naked
lower torso underneath the partition. (The suspect) was apparently in an excited state."
University Police spokesman Richard Staley
said. He added that this was meant as an
"invitation" to sexual activity and the victim
quickly declined, shouting "an oath or two."

" the vicurn was noi receptive to the invitation. Apparently, the suspect did ... ask if he
was receptive," he said.
After the victim declined, Staley said,
"The suspect withdrew himself and very
quickly left the restroom." The victim reported the incident soon after to UPD.
Penal code 314 lists indecent exposure as
exposing private parts in any public place or
any place where there are other persons to be
offended or annoyed, especially for sexual
connotations or gratification.
Because of the nature of the incident, the
report on the suspect is incomplete.
The description in the UPD police log
identifies the suspect at "a white male in his
late 20s, thin and approximately 150-200
pounds."
fhe case is still under investigation and
the officers have been advised to be on the
lookout for an individual who thatches that
description," Staley said.
The fifth -floor restroom in Wahlquist north
was the subject of an undercover UPD operation last Spring after complaints of sexual
activity.
The sting netted two suspects, one of
which was an SJSU art professor.
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Elvie Ladaga and Ben Cabudoy prepare Pansit, a Filipino noodle dish. Both are members of SJSU’s Aka!, out Club.

Environmentalists
ask to oust Munitz
By Nicholas B. Smith
Daily staff writer

Saying "one’s background dictates their
fate," a representative of the SJSU environmental community asked the SJSU student
government to recommend that CSU trustees
reconsider Chancellor Barry Munitz’s
appointment.
"California State University has now been
the subject of a hostile takeover," said Steve
Shunk, director of the SJSU environmental
retiolifte center.
The presentation to the Associated
Students Wednesday drew 15 to 18 students
who applauded Shunk’s speech.
Two other CSU student governments have
proposed legislation asking the CSU Board of
Trustees to reconsider the appointment.

California State University at Sacramento has
legislation pending and San Francisco State
University passed a resolution Oct. 8.
The San Francisco State resolution says
the A.S. has very serious concerns about
Munitz’s past which may jeopardize student
welfare, according to Hatcm Baziam, San
Francisco State A.S. president. It also states
the board has "no confidence" in Munitz as
chancellor.
The resolutions are the most serious objections yet to Munitz’s connoversial past.
It’s a past laced with complex corporate
dealings and monumental -size scandals,
including allegations of increased logging of
California’s redwood forests.
"We had concerns even before he was
appointed," Baziam said. He said protests had
See MUNITZ, Page 3

International Food Bazaar a prelude
to following Homecoming activities
By Jason Rothman
I /ratty staff wnier

Today is the last day of the International
Food Bazaar in the Student Union
Amphitheatre, leading into this week’s
homecoming activities.
There are nine different food booths and
four different game booths.
In one area, one can get food from the
Vietnamese Student Association, Pi Alpha
Phi which is also selling Asian -style food,
linguicia from Clube Lusitania, nutritional
food and Japanese style cooking front the
Asian Business League.
This is the first time in four years that the
Intercultural Steering Committee has put on
the International Food Bazaar the same week
a.s Homecoming, but it is the 31st year that
the committee has put on the bazaar, and the
fair is going well, according to Manuel
Alexandre the chairman of the Associated
Students I.C.S.C.
Along with the food, different groups are
putting on different games to raise money.
Alpha Phi sorority has a pie throwing booth,
and or a dollar a person can throw a pie at the
Phi of their choice.

"It’s funny, guys come up and say ’I am
going to hit you," said Michelle Swander, a
sophomore history major who is working in
the booth. "One guy spent $6 until he hit a
girl."
The women in the booth say taunting the
throwers is the most fun.
They stick out their tongues, say "Oh you
can do better than that" and "1 hate to sec
you in softball season."
Delta Zeta has a booth where people
throw darts at balloons and each time a person pops ono the person win a raffle ticket_
Winners in the raffle may get a complimentary dinner for two at either Bennigans, Marie
Calendars or Chili’s. Also people can win a
gift certificate to Nordstrom’s.
"We’ve been doing really well at the
booth," sophmore Erika Hebhardt said. "It’s
pretty hard not to loose at this. Hitting balloons with darts is an easy way to win prizes.
Tau Delta Epsilon is running a ping-pang
toss, and according to sophmore Ron
Krzyzanowski, it has been going a bit slow.
For 50-cents students get three chances to
throw a ping-pang ball into a series of cups.
If the students gets the ball in a white cup
then he or she wins a raffle ticket good for

prizes. But if the student lands a hall in a colored cup the student wins instant prizes.
"We came out here to have fun,"
Krzyzanowski said. "That. is why it only
costs 50-cents for three balls."
Later today KSJS is holding a costume
contest, and Friday there will be a parade that
starts by the Event Center at 11:30 a.m.,
according to Dianne Avelar a senior psychology/sociology major, and the chaisperson lot
the A.S. homecoming committee.
That night there will he a homecoming
spirit rally in the Student Union 14:111room.
followed by a free dance.
"I think (homecoming week) is a
success," Avelar said. "We wouldn’t be abk
to pull off the parade if it wasn’t for the
cooperation front the city.
"Usually it takes a year to to get the permits for a parade, and we only had eight
months."
All of the events will he capped till by a
large tailgate party on Saturday, followed by
the game.
The party starts at 1 p.m., with famous
former Olympic track stars, Doug Moore
from KNTV and local entertainer Frank
Joseph.

Minority groups say they support San Jose’s new chief of police
By Crista E. Hardie
Dady staff writer

Members of various minority
groups on campus are optimistic that
Louis A. Cobarruvias represents positive change for San Jose as its new
chief of police.
Jose Villa, acting -chair of Mexican American studies at SJSU, worked
alongside Cobthruvias in 1973 to organize the Latino Peace Officers
Association.
"It’s important that we have someone who is local and who has shared
the experiences of this community in
looking at what we need for the safety
of all citizens," Villa said. He added
that, especially for people on the east
side of San Jose, it helps to know they
can communicate and relate to some-

Nidy who is like them in tcnns of language and culture.
"I am the first minority member to
be appointed to head the San Jose
Police Department and for that fact the
Hispanic community, which has been
very supportive, can truly be proud,"
Cobarruvith said.
Cobarrovias said that because he is
Hispanic does not mean he will cater
mainly to Hispanic needs, though he is
more able to understand what they are
going through.
He maintains that he will be a
"chief for everyone."
"I invite persons of all races, all
ethnic backgrounds and all lifestyles to
join me in the police department as
police officers so that we can better
represent and serve all the people in
Ibis very diverse community. Our

Art galleries are one large
testing site for SJSU fine
arts graduate students
By Emma Burgess
Daily staff

N111e1

The end of this week marks an important point for 13 master’s in fine arts graduate students whose art works are on exhibition in the student gallenes in the art building at SJSU. The exhibition ends at 4 p.m. today.
The review by the entire professorial staff of the art department determines whether the students may remain in the program and continue their graduate work, or repeat the semester.
After viewing the art during the week, the staff goes through a
rigorous evaluation meeting that lasts all day.
Theta Belcher, director of the student galleries said the review
is "to make sure that they are up to standards in the department."
The featured artists are: Rainc Chcng, Lynn Powers, Jung
Choi, Wendy Palmer, Diane Stephenson, Lois Dugener, Sandra
Collier, Janet Swecncy, Leslie Marks, John Hylton, Cassandra
Lehman and Hassan Ebrahini-Nukyen.
A reception was held Tuesday night at 6 p.m. and food and
drinks that were provided by the artists were consumed heartily.

See GALLERY, Page 3

department should and must be reflective of all the people in our multi -cultural society," he said.
According to Villa, the latest census data indicates that Hispanics make
up 28.4 percent of San Jose’s population and Asian -Americans represent
16 percent.
"At a time when we see that we
have dramatic demographic changes
... it’s important that (Coharruvias)
encouraged the tkveloptnent of bilingual programs to meet the needs of
Asian -Americans, and he himself is
bilingual," he said.
"I’m glad a Latino was selected as
Chief ... who’s very concerned with
what’s happening in the community,"
said Anabell Ibanez of MEchA. "I in
sure he understands, as well, for other
minority groups."

INSIDE
SPORTS
No, 1 Staufbrd overwhelms Spartans:
Cardinal shut down
SJSU women’s volleybal in three straight
games Tuesday night.
Page 6

WORLD NEWS
Getting wasted
South of the Border:
Tijuana citizens are fear
ful of chemical output of
first waste incinerator in
Mexico.
Page 5

"Ile appears to be very much aware
of the importance of positive interaction
between the police and the community," Carlene Young, professor of AfroAmerican studies said. "He understands
that policing is not just enforcement but
includes public service."
Inumi Kwmba of SJSU’s African
Step Show Council said he is hopeful
that there will be positive change in
the way police treat people of color.
At least one member of the gay and
lesbian community has concerns, but
is confident that the SJPD will continue their efforts to improve relations
with them.
Chris Schmidt, former president of
ALPAC said the SJPD has started
working with GALA to educate them
about what to do when harassment
(lectIrS.

"Because San Jose has been
demonstrating a commitment to treating gays and lesbians fairly I trust that
that was taken into account in the
selection process ... and hope that
they will continue that," Smith said.
Steve Doi, an Asian -American
studies instructor thinks Cobamivias
may offer some new solutions to some
of the city’s problems such as gangs
and drugs, but conceded he has "big
shoes to fill."
Doi said he is glad the city council
found the best person for the position
to be a minority candidate.
"San Jose is a culturally diverse
place," added Joel Franks, Asian American studies instructor.
"The police chief should reflect
that or at least be sensitise to that."

I ouis I ttharnis

Greeks plan haunted house to keep local
kids safe during Halloween celebration
it:i traci Degiichi
I ’tilt

,1111.111l,

twell Elementary School students
be scared Ihdloween night, instead
tties ’II he safe.
In I owell school’s cafeteria, SJSU
Greeks will be entertaining kids with a
haunted house decorated with a mummy,
coffins and a scene from the "Texas
Chainsaw Massacre," as a part of an all
Greek philanthropy.
In addition to providing this entertainment, houses of the Interthitemity Council
and Panhellenic Council may sponsor other
events with the children on the campus of
Lowell elementary school located at 627 S.
Seventh St.
According to Sigma Alpha Mu presithdi
Roy Redo, who is coordinating events with
Lowell school, the haunted house is the Ind
step in events which will open the (haws to
\k1,11.1

closer relations between college students
and children in the surrounding community.
"We’re concerned about the kids being
on the street," Recio said. "At Lowell
I tallow= night, they’ll be contained within a family -type atmosphere."
Reel, a downtown Cub Scout leader of
pack 217, felt the need to work more with
the children in order to help them. Recto
was to implement tutorial sessions during
after-school hours and plans to give tours of
SJSU to kids in order to increase their
exposure to college.
The Greek system is getting together to
directly help," Redo said, "instead of raising money, we plan to work with them to
show them a brighter side of life."
IFC president Chris Carpita said that
Recto approached him last spring with the
idea to help downtown kids and presented it
to IFC. Recio then made his proposal to
WC to help by way of an all Greek philwi
thropy, and it was approved.

Although plin, 1,, NTH] an all
tutorial and recremi,,11,11 hour no ,
are beginning to go into elks!
schedules have yet to 1, - lii
according to Cupid
ii-i.iiIrii
Bob Enz, morning
at Lowell school was t
[..1 . 1
and with this first fuse ..r .1.1
lit tis-:
helping at [Atwell. Flu sad th..i
get them more inyol vet. 1.10 f
"I think its wondethil to tune th nil
I iii
lege kids coming to help,- 1,n,
surprised there hasn’t been MOW t ,,111 I .11
the rsist."
Eni, said that the loils wall%
one to "attach to" and that in a Lu.toil
10 pupils, Enz finds it hard to gist. ea.
special attention.
"It keeps the kids at school.’ I o
Recto also said that at the I tt-,-, II
Halloween event tonight, Owls will Is. t it
culating notifying parents of nest s1 t’
festivities in English and in Spanish.
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EDITORIAL

Ban the bike swipes
Inipounding
1 es rattles
cyclists’ chains
impounding of
bikes.
Not the
The
nation’s most
controversial
issue, but one of
some concern to the
University Police
Department and certain
cyclists on campus.
It seems that one can never do the
right thing these days. Riding a bike is
supposed to be environmentally kind:
Conserving gasoline, preventing
pollution of the atmosphere, and leaving
room in the parking garage for those not
fortunate enough to live within cycling
distance. And to top it all, it’s a great
form of daily exercise as well.
Picture this familiar scene. A student
enters the campus and sees a bike rack to
the left. To the right is a nice sturdy
young tree. That student chooses to
chain his or her bike to the tree. After all,
the rack is crammed and it’s such a
hassle getting a bike out of the racks
between a dozen others.
Soon the professor has the student
engulfed in a lecture and the bike is
forgotten for a moment. Then the student
arches his/her neck, sitting up straight. In
sight are the bike racks; the tree is still
there, too. But the bike is gone; only the
chain remains, and it appears to be cut.
Later the student discovers that the
bike has not been stolen. Relief. But it
has been impounded by the UPD.
Outraged, the student storms down to the
UPD to reclaim the bike. Upon arrival,

the student finds that not only is the
purchase of another chain necessary, but
there is now a S5 fine as well.
Although $5 is not exactly a bankbreaking fine, it is time consuming and
over time the fines can add up. It just
seems that in San lose where there are
more extreme crimes being committed
than that of illegally parked bikes,
UPD’s time could be better spent.
Students have it hard enough
financially with the high costs of school,
at a time when their incomes are the
lowest they will be in their lifetimes. The
fines are additional pinches into their
pockets for seemingly petty crimes.
The UPD says that bikes that are
chained up to obstacles other than the
bike racks are more likely to be stolen
because the police can’t watch the
random posts around the campus.
However the risk is the student’s, and he
or she shouldn’t have to pay a fine for
taking such a risk. You wouldn’t get a
fine for leaving your car door unlocked,
although it would be a rather silly thing
to do.
Another reason the UPD gives for the
impounding, is that the bikes area safety
hazard. Bikes chained up to handrails on
stairways can be dangerous obstacles in
case of a fire. A good reason, but how
often is this actually the case?
The final reason the UPD gives is that
handicapped individuals, and people
without sight may be hurt or put out
when encountering the bikes. But many
of the bikes are chained close to trees
and poles in grassy areas and up close
against buildings. Still, the campus is full
of many other obstacles that could be
hazardous, like fast-moving service
vehicles.
It seems that there is lack of
communication between S.ISU students
and the UPD. A little understanding and
cooperation from both sides could
eliminate extremes and create a healthy
balance on campus.

WRITER’S
FORUM
Ted R. Comerford
In search of THE answer
Visualize if you will, that our
lives are blackboards, and that
life starts out at a point in the
center of the blackboard.
Throughout our lives, we try to get out
into the opportunities that life gives us,
express ourselves, accomplish things,
and be something (playing in the sand
box, winning that last kickball game,
finishing college, becoming CEO). We
go out in this direction (imagine a line
going from the center point out to a
corner), or we go out in that direction
(imagine another line from the center
going to the opposite corner), and we
find that we are not satisfied.
We then say to ourselves, "I’ve just
got to do MORE!" (Imagine several
more lines on the board) When that
doesn’t work, we try to "figure it out."
We say to ourselves, "Doing more is not
the answer; I’ve got to do it better." We
then go out and find a better way to do it,
better than the old way.
We work hard and fast and do more
and get smart enough to do it better.
When that doesn’t work, we get really
clever and learn to do it differently. After
finding THE answer, we exclaim, "I’ll
just do it differently!" (Imagine swirls
and spirals all over the board)
There’s no problem with any of these
solutions. Obviously, we ought to be
more effective, discover how to be more
intelligent, learn how to be more able.
But these things do not truly impact the
world, the environment, human rights,
our families, the things that really matter.
The one thing that most of us never
notice is that "more, better, different"
always keeps us on the blackboard.
Suppose that we could actually have an
impact in our lives and in the world if

The one thing that
most of us never
notice is that
"more, better,
different" always
keeps us on the
blackboard.
where we operated was not on the
blackboard. As long as we only take
advantage of what shows up, as long as
we only take advantage of what we
already perceive, as long as we are more
clever and can see things that other
people can’t, we are still working on the
blackboard.
What truly makes a difference is
creation, literally bringing into existence
possibilities that do not exist before we
invent them. Things that live as
possibilities for us have a much greater
impact on the quality of our lives than
those things which we perceive as "more,
better, different."
There is a certain quality to life when
it occurs for us as a creative act, when we
are creating our lives with the
possibilities that we brought forth. What
truly makes a difference in the world is
living life as a free, spontaneous and
creative act.
Ted R. Comerford is a Daily staff writer.
Ms column appears every Thursday.
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Faculty for Social Responsibilit

End the blockade, give Cuba a chance
believe that the time has come
Wefor the United States to end its economic blockade of Cuba.
This blockade has served to limit severely
the ability of Cuba to have normal economic
activity, not only with the United States but
also with every nation and every corporation
that trades with the United States.
The blockade has been in existence for 30
years, since before the Bay of Pigs invasion.
During that time the CIA has sought to
undermine Cuba’s agricultural production,
financed and organized terrorist activities
against Cuba, and made attempts to assasinate Fidel Castro.
The major thrust of our foreign policy
toward Cuba has been to isolate it. internationally.
All of the reasons advanced by successive
presidents for this policy have disappeared.
There are no longer any serious accusations that Cuba is a revolutionary presence in
Central or South America. Cuba is withdrawing as forces from Angola as a consequence of the peace agreements in that country.
The recent developments in the Soviet
Union and the imminent withdrawal of the
small Soviet troop contingent from Cuba

We want to note that successive presirenders void the argument that Cuba is an
outpost of Soviet aggression in the Western dents have insisted on maintaining normal
political and economic relations with counhemisphere.
It is clear from the recent Latin American tries having notorious records of the most
summit that all of the nations of Latin brutal suppression of human rights. Even if
America wish to have normal relations with one were to accept without critical analysis
Cuba. What stands in the way of these rela- every accusation about Cuba made by one or
tions are the sanctions that the United States another U.S. foreign policy spokesman, we
will place on these countries if they violate would be looking at a Cuban human rights
record that is sterling in comparison to that
the economic blockade.
The argument is now advanced that the of many of our client states.
is
In conclusion, we believe that the end of
blockade
of
Cuba
basis for continuing the
the repressive character of its government the Cold War should lead to normal economand its poor human rights record. Further, it ic, diplomatic and cultural relations with
is argued that the withdrawal of aid from the Cuba. We believe that such normal relations
Soviet Union is a perfect opportunity to would be advantageous to the United States
as well as Cuba.
finally strangle the Cuban revolution.
We urge you to work towards establishing
The signers of this letter have a variety of
points of view about the political and social such relations and lifting the economic
blockade.
system of Cuba.
Despite that, we all wish to note the
This letter was addressed and sent to Ray
medical
educational
arid
remarkable
advances in that society and the almost com- Area members of Congress and to the
plete absence of poverty and homelessness. California Representatives on the House
We are concerned that the reduction of aid to Committee on Foreign Affairs. For
Cuba from the Soviet Union together with further information on this subject, call
the current tightening of the economic block- Prof. Jack Kurzweil of Electrical
ade will lead to a serious deterioration of Engineering at 924-3913, or Prof. David
McNeil of History at 924-5545.
economic and social life in Cuba.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Food for thought
Editor,
Is it better for me a white, middleclass, American male to conclude that
race is no longer an issue in our society and
move beyond the question of equality, or
should I keep this issue alive in the most
conscious level of my thoughts and actions
in the hopes that a more equal society will
follow?
In this time of globalization and localization, is it wiser for me to see us as a whole or
to look at us as parts of a whole?
When I see someone’s face should it simply be a face, or should it be a white face, or
a black face, or a yellow face, or a red face?
What has happened to the "melting pot"
we call America? Is it now the "separate but
equal pot?" Or is it simply chicken broth so
easily poured down the drain?
Is it racist of me to even think that we are
equals or has it already been established that
we can never be equals? Is it time to let
down the barriers of race and introduce our-

selves, or should we keep an arm’s distance
between us just to be safe?
If now is not the time, when is the time?
Richard R. Kohler
.1 on ior
English

things to do with your time than to read drivel.
Roy Christman
Pol. Sci. Dept.

In the tradition of
Morton Downey

Editor,
Thank you for sharing Brooke Shelby
Biggs response to the death of Bill Graham
in Tuesday’s Spartan Daily. I too lost a friend
that night. He was also my hero.
While I was a teenager living in
Michigan, I remember reading about Bill
Graham in Rolling Stone Magazine. I found
out as much as I could about Mr. Graham
and dreamed of one day working for him
anti BOP. Four years ago my dream came
true and for this I will always be grateful.
We can all leant something from the level
of caring and professitnalism that Bill
Graham brought to everything he did.
"Cheers" to Hill !
Kaari Peterson
Media Relations Coordinator
Bill Graham Presents at Shoreline

Editor,
You have a guy who writes a column for
the Spartan Daily named Tragcscr who is
into "shock journalism." He is in the tradition of Morton Downey; his purpose is not
to put forth a reasoned viewpoint, but rather
to provoke anger among the the readers. I
realized that the first time I read one of his
columns, and I haven’t read one since.
Unfortunately many of the readers don’t
know how to deal with this type of silliness.
They try to present rational arguments to
what is juvenile mud throwing. My advice
don’t bother. You have more important
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B.A.S.E.: Black Alliance of Scientists
Engineers’ general meeting, 6 p.m.,
ENG 358, call 924-8791.
PREMED CLUB: Meeting to
discuss military scholarships, 1:30
p.m., DH 352, call 298-4679.
ART DEPT.: M.F.A. Candidacy

Review through Friday, 13 graduate
students are participating, call 9244330.
ASLS: AS. Leisure Services’ In -class
registration for SpartAerobic classes,
Event Center Aerobics Room, call 924 5960.
1991 A.S. HOMECOMING:
International Food Bazaar &
Homecoming Street Faire, 9:30 a.m.,

5.11 Amplothe.ore, call 924-6290.
ALPHA OMICRON P1: Sorority
fall pledge class Halloween candy.
gram sale, 9 a.m., front of Student
Union, call 924.8191.
G.A.L.A.: Halloween pot-luck., 4:30
p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Room, call 2362002.
CAREER PI.ANNING k
PIACEMLNT: Co Op orientation, 2

MUNITZ: Environmentalists object
From Front Page
been planned by various campus groups kir Munitz’s visit
Tuesday.
The A.S. board will pmbably do some talking during
the week, and if members decide the complaints about
Munitz have some relevancy to students, there could be
some legislative action, John Fleishman, A.S. director of
student rights and responsibilities, speculated Monday.
Shunk not only criticized Munitz’s appointment to chancellor, hut also his leadership of a new task force designed
to resolve environmental disputes.
"Do you think this man should be solving environmental disputes?" he said. "Do you think he should be choosing
the President of San Jose State?"
While critics say Munitz was emersed in the business
dealings which resulted in the increased logging, CSU officials maintain Munitz was a controlling force within the
company’s dealings. The CSU Board of trustees felt
Munitz was a "voice of reason" when he was chosen, said
Colleen Bentley -Adler, CSU spokeswoman.
The idea for the resolution first appeared Sept.10 on a
student government agenda at Sacramento Suite.
However student government board members put the
legislation on hold until after Munitz’s visit to the university, according to Leah Sprau, Sacramento State Associated
Students city manager.
Munitz spoke at Sacramento State Monday and the
agenda item, which calls on the CSU Board of Trustees to
reevaluate Munitz’s appointment, is on the agenda for
Tuesday.
The dealings which have drawn criticism from environmentalists stemmed from Munitz’s involvement with a savings and loan scandal.
Munitz served as vice chairman of Texas -based
Maxxam Inc., during the mid-1980s the period during
which the company financed the purchase of a lumber
company with high -interest, high-risk "junk bonds."
Pacific Lumber was a family-owned lumber company
known for its responsible logging practices, but critics
maintain Maxxam accelerated logging to pay off its debt.

The recent inovernent for Munitz’s ouster is being kindled by an Earth First! activist who is traveling to each
CSU campus to build up sentiment against Munitz at the
campus environmental organizations and the student governments.
Activist Darryl Chemey’s visits to the campuses parallel
Munitz’s own campus tour, which Bentley -Adler said is to
look into each campus’ concerns.
While protesting Maxxam in last May, Chcmcy made
headlines when a bomb exploded in a car carrying himself
and another Earth First! member. A controversy erupted
when Earth First! called it an assassination attempt, but
police held the two on suspicion of possessing and transportation of explosives.
Munitz commented on the incident in the Houston
Chronicle at that time: "You’re never happy to hear that
people that go around with bombs in their cars arc mad at
you."
Made famous through the Earth First! car bombing incident, Darryl Chcmcy, Earth First! activist calls his trip to
each CSU campus the "Corporate Fall Dump Munitz" tour.
Munitz, who is also touring each CSU campus, wants to
show what he’s doing now, not dwell on the past according
to CSU officials.
The environmental groups stirring up the sentiment are
not in the mainstream, Colleen Bentley -Adler, CSU
spokeswoman said. "I think they’ve gone overboard."
Critics say they wonder why Munitz was selected to a
position where he should be held as a role model. "Is his
reign over the largest educational institution in the country
not an educational issue?" Shunk said.
Bentley -Adler said the CSU board found Munitz to be
the "voice of moderation" after a "very thorough" background check. The results of the check are personnel information and can not be released, Bentley -Adler said. The
trustees were completely satisfied with the choice, she said.
Colleen Ubhaus, a political science and environmental
studies senior attending the meeting said the issue was so
large it scared the board. "This is huge. I think it scares
them to death," she said.

GALLERY: Work on display is test
From Front Page
At the reception. Stephenson said she collects things
that inspire her from thrift shops, on the beach and in the
woods. ’Things just catch my eye and I collect a lot of
junk."
Stephenson exhibited some of her previous works last
spring, and she said she is used to having people look at her
work now.
Overall, about 25 percent of the students have been
turned down from the program in the past, according to
Belcher.
But the pressure to do well doesn’t seem to worry the
artists, whose main concerns are expressing themselves.
Chcng, an art student who is deaf, designed papier mach6
tortoises that transform into formed impressions of her
face.
She said she’s attempting to break the "eggshell"
lifestyle she led as a suppressed deaf person in Taiwan.
Art student Palmer says the exhibition is "very exciting.
I want them (viewers) to feel free to look privately," and
yet she adds that she is torn because she also wants to
know what they are thinking about it. Palmer also collects

materials from the dump and construction sites where old
houses are being remodeled.
"I feel that used objects have a history," said Palmer
who adds that she especially likes old, painted woodwork.
The student exhibition that got the most attention
Tuesday night was "Choke Nod," by Lehman. Lehman’s
piece was a movie screen in a small dark room. The screen
was covered with a large, sectioned-off photograph of a
man’s face in a contorted painful expression. The panels
open up and a short film clip is shown to music.
"Choke Nod" is "something you can really focus on,"
said Nichelle Dean, a junior in fine art. "It just keeps you
interested for a long time." She was waiting anxiously to
see the exhibit as Lehman didn’t open it until there was a
group of people to see it.
Sara Morales, a junior in creative arts, said "I like to
come every Tuesday without fail." She believes in supporting the students because she has exhibited her own wort
and knows what it’s like to want people to see your work.
"They don’t like to think that it’s being ignored,"
Morales said. She recalled her experience at her own exhibition, "I opened the door and ran away."

p.m., S.U. Almaden Room, call 9246033.
ALPHA PHI SIGMA: Meeting
with guest speaker, 3 p.m., MH 523,
call 924-7949.

few!
PIII KAPPA Pill: Honor society
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University

presents: "10 tips for getting into
graduate school" seminar, noon, S.U.
Pacheco Room, call 262-2125.
LDSSA: Luncheon and speaker: Bill
Homer on "LDS History in California,"
LDS Institute of Religion (on 7th St.),
call 286-3313.
ART DEPT.: M.F.A. Candidacy
Review, 9 am., call 924-4330.

AKBAYAN CLUB: Haunted house,
6 p.m., Old Mill {California Ave., Mtn
View), call 924 8384.
A.S. HOMECOMING 1991:
Dance, 9 p.m.. S.U. Ballroom; Spirit
rally, 7 p.m., S.U. Ballroom; Pep rally,
noon, Plaza Park; Procession & pep
rally. 11:30 a.m., 7th @ San CarlOS
streets, call 924-6240.

Options for graduates
presented at program
By Dede Reis
Doly staff writer
Representatives from SJSU’s
financial aid office and Academic
Support Program for Increased
Retention in Education,ASPIRE, program gave presentations Wednesday
as part of Graduate Study Day, sponsored by the Career Planning and
Placement Center and the graduate
studies and research department
The presentations were designed
to inform students interested in
attending graduate school of the various ways to apply for aid and prepare
for the graduate study program.
The lecture entitled "Finding
Support for Graduate School,"
focused on the various types of federal and state loans and grants available
to students interested in attending
graduate school.
Speaker Richard Pfaff, assistant
director of financial aid, said that
graduate students will primarily be
looking at long term federal and state
loans as well as stipends, fellowships,
assistantships and scholarships as
their primary source of financial aid.
"The good thing about graduate
school," Pfaff said, "is that you will
automatically be considered independent by federal and state government."
He said that any needs an applicant may have will be based on their
own independent salary.
"The government figures your
parents have done enough and now
you’re on your own, kiddo," Pfaff
said.
Also speaking was Janet Elliot,
scholarship coordinator, who pointed
out the importance of checking
directly with the school or department to which you are applying
rather than general aid information
because of the variance in aid programs.
"You need to check with each
school," she said, "because each individual school should give you their
own information."
The lecture also touched on
aspects of preparing for graduate

school such as working while in
school, the necessary tests for admittance and to receive aid, test and
admission fee waivers, and the
importance of persistently seeking aid
from various sources.
Elliot suggested going to various
groups in the community and asking
if they could supply any money
towards graduate study.
"Don’t be shy about it," said
Elliot. "You’ll have to spend some
time but it will be well worth your
while."
The other lecture, titled "Getting a
Grip on Graduate School," was given
by Connie Baker, director of the
ASPIRE program at SJSU, and
focused on the different steps a student should take in preparing for a
graduate program.
The first step Baker mentioned
was to determine career goals. "It’s
the whole process of assessment,"
Baker said.
She went on to list several aspects
of this step including seeking counseling services, talking with department advisers, talking with friends
and family in career positions of
interest, and what she says is the most
critical part of determining career
objectives, that of self-assessment.
Baker said it is important to look
at your own motivation, aptitude and
potential, long-range interests, stamina and timing in order to better prepare yourself for the years in graduate
school.
The second step Baker mentioned
was to determine the level of the
degree that would be required in the
field of work you would be interested
in pursuing.
"You’re looking at study beyond
the bachelorette degree," she said.
Seeking faculty advisers and conducting alumni interviews are two
ways
Baker mentioned to determine
what level of degree would be
required for certain careers.
Baker also mentioned doing volunteer work and summer research
internships to test your goals and to

gain experience, which is the third
"step for success."
The fourth step is to locate schools
or programs that are suited to your
interest.
Baker suggests doing this by looking through college bulletins and catalogs, talking to faculty advisers and
mentors, searching a guidance information system, and listening to word
of mouth.
The final step in preparing for
graduate school, Baker said, is to
select and prioritize your top choices.
Helpful ways to do this include
looking at cost, geography, student
body makeup, financial assistance,
accreditation and respectability of the
program, and if the program would
supply adequate preparation for your
desired career.
Following the lectures, students
had an opportunity to visit information tables in which representatives
from about 100 different graduate
programs were present.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:
Both the
Financial Aid
Office, WLS
275, and the
ASPIRE program,Wt 212,
encourage
interested students to drop
by their offices
for further
information.
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Non-business majors benefit from master’s class
Ity Barbara Dohen)
iii) OW NIllf r

They’re a hand-picked class of 18
achievers. They share four hours of
lecture daily, pool their expertise on
homework and study endlessly to
complete 17 courses in 15 months,
Their application to SJSU included
a written essay, professional and seademic references and a tough interview with a panel of faculty and
industry professionals.
They’re the cream of 60 applicants
for the first Master’s of Science in
Accountancy offered at SJSU.
Not one holds a business degree.
SJSU’s newest master’s program
grooms non -business majors for the
power plays of public accountancy.

The curriculum, modeled on a program at Boston’s Northeastern
University, is custom -designed to
bring students up to speed in business
affairs.
Concentrated courses in managerial
and financial accounting, information
systems, taxation and auditing are
complemented by general coursework
in marketing, business law, and organizational behavior.
"This is not just ’X’ number of
courses to prepare people for the CPA
exam," according to Joseph Mori,
chairman of the finance department.
’This is very much focused on preparing people for the profession."
Arts and science students are guaranteed a paid internship with one of
the Big Six firms. They also get a

chance to nuke a quick change of profession from low -paying, dead end
careers.
Andrew Sagatclian earned a degree
in microbiology and worked as a medical technician and researcher before
returning to take his MSA. "There’s
just no mom for upward mobility," he
said of his original career.
Katherine John couldn’t find a job
for a botany major in Santa Cruz.
After six years as a bookkeeper, she
commutes to MSA classes with two
classmates.
The MSA program recruits for
non -business students exclusively,
Mori said, because in a changing,
competitive and international marketplace, CPA firms are looking lr nontraditional graduates.

"They want employees who have
better communication skills, better
analysis skills, who can embrace
change," he said.
"The analytical degrees in science
will hell) ... the attention to detail,
solving problems," Sagatelian agreed.
Sheri Anastasi carried a bachelor’s
degree in both Italian and English and
completed a year of law school before
entering the MSA program.
"It became really evident to me that
YOU need a business background.
Every type of job you take relates to
business," she said.
Anastasi said an understanding of
how firms handle money will be
invaluable should she become an
attorney. Conversely, she said, many
accounting firms are discovering their

Navy severing ties to group linked to reports of sexual abuse
WASHINGTON (AP) The
Navy says it has cut ties to a naval
aviation group that sponsored a symposium marred by reports of sexual
abuse, including an alleged incident in
which a group of men removed a
woman’s clothing.
Navy Secretary H. Lawrence
Garrett III said Tuesday he was ending "all Navy support in any manner
whatsoever" for the private, nonprofit
Tailhook Association.
In a letter to the president of the
Tailhook Association, Garrett
expressed "absolute outrage" at the
"personal abuses, behavioral excesses
and quite possibly criminal conduct"
by unidentified individuals at the
group’s meeting last month in Las
Vegas.
"I am terminating, effective immediately, all Navy support in any manner whatsoever, direct or indirect, for
the Tailhook Association," Garrett
wrote.
The organization, which has about
15,000 members, is based at Miramar

Naval Air Station in San Diego. Its
members are active -duty and retired
Navy pilots and others who support
naval aviation.
Tailhook is Navy slang for an aircraft carrier-based pilot, so called for
the hook that catches planes landing
on a carrier’s deck.
Garrett responded Tuesday to an
Oct. 11 letter from the Tailhook president, Navy Capt. F.G. Ludwig, Jr., in
which Ludwig said he had received
five reports of women being sexually
molested and verbally and physically
abused.
Ludwig cited one incident in which
one "underage young lady" had her
clothing removed by a "gauntlet" of
men attending the symposium.
Military punishments once included a
gauntlet, in which the accused was
forced to run between two rows of
club-swinging men.
In his letter to aviation commanders throughout the Navy, Ludwig
said the session was the "biggest and
most successful Tailhook we have

ever had," hut added that he deeply
regretted "the blatant and total disregard of individual rights."
Before releasing Garrett’s letter to
Ludwig, the Navy said its Naval
Investigative Service was looking into
the alleged incidents.
Garrett’s letter noted that he had
sent a message to every command in
the Navy last April stating that he
would enforce a policy of "zero tolerance of sexual harassment."
"Tailhook ’91 is a gross example
of exactly what cannot be permitted
by the civilian or uniformed leadership of the Navy, at any level," he
wrote. "No man who holds a commission in this Navy will ever subject a
woman to the kind of abuse in
evidence at Tailhook ’91 with impunity."
The Navy has a 35 -year affiliation
with Tailhook, providing various
forms of support for the organization.
It provides office space for Tailhook,
for example at Miramar Naval Air
Station.

Ron Thomas, the executive director of Tailhook, said Monday that the
association would not tolerate such
behavior. He declined further comment Tuesday, saying the board of
directors would have to consider the
impact of Garrett’s action.
Tailhook’s loss of Navy support
jeopardizes the free air transport provided to naval aviators attending the
symposiuin and the organization’s free
office space at Miramar.
Garrett’s action was supported by
Sen. John S. McCain, R -Ariz., a
member of the Armed Services
Committee, during a speech Tuesday
in the Senate.
McCain urged a full-scale investigation of the allegations and later said
many senators share his concern that it
took the Navy more than a month to
begin an investigation.
McCain also has requested "an
independent investigation into the disturbing charges of sexual abuse and
harassment" in letters to Garrett, the
secretary of defense.

Nolo Press teaches people how to divorce for years
from Nolo’s converted Parker Street warehouse. All
written by lawyers, they contain the necessary forms
to start legal proceedings rolling.
Although the books aren’t cheap they range
from $8.95 to $34.95 they can save up to 5800 in
legal costs. A typical do-it-yourself no fault divorce
in California, for example is $90 to $225, compared
with one done by a lawyer who may charge up to
$1,000.
Warner, who proudly emblazons each book with
the Nolo motto "Access to Law," says consumers
should be able to buy legal services like aspirin.
"You can go into a drug store and self-medicate," he
said. "You should have the same chance with incorporating a business which takes filling in seven
blanks."
Not surprisingly, Warner has been a target of
lawyers. He’s been accused of interfering in their
livelihood, and engaging in the unauthorized practice of law, a broad state statute.
"I’m proud of that if I’m disliked by lawyers,
I must be doing something right," he laughs.
Because they arc written by lawyers and protected under the First Amendment, no laws are violated.
And Warner claims many lawyers support Nolo
because the routine matters dealt with in the books
leave plenty of room for "them to go up in the market. Hardly anyone practices street corner law anymore."
He says that gradually the legal profession is
being forced to confront the simple proposition that
people, not 1 million lawyers, own the legal system.
"The average person may have 20 or so signifi-

BERKELEY (AP) People who guess Nolo
Press, Berkeley’s legal self-help publishing company, is named after the term nob o contendere "I do
not choose to fight" are only half right.
What it really means, says owner and co-founder
Ralph (Jake) Warner, is, "I do not choose to start a
publishing company but we had to because no one
would publish our book."
The book was "How to Do Your Own Divorce in
California." The time was 1971. Letting the world
in on the secret that lawyers were charging $70 an
hour (then) for filling in a few forms was legal
heresy.
"No one had ever done a divorce without a
lawyer," recalled Warner. "People were asking, ’isn’t
it as dangerous as doing your own brain surgery?"
Twenty years later, not only have people decided
maybe lawyers are oversold, but they have snapped
up half a million copies of Nolo’s divorce book.
That’s only a portion of the four million copies of
books and software the company has sold from its
catalog of 80 titles.
Sales that hit $5.5 million in 1990, and that are
growing 10 percent a year, make Nolo the world’s
largest publisher of do-your-own law materials.
"It’s been a incredible lucky accident," said
Warner. "Americans trusting themselves to lawyers
has changed. All of a sudden it’s anyone who
doesn’t get some information on their own is a
fool."
Books such as "How to File For Bankruptcy,"
"Tenant’s Rights," and "Plan Your Estate With A
Living Trust," are among the most popular offerings
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lesser value for 1/2 off with student I.D.

cant interactions with the law in his lifetime. We try
to show that they don’t have to treat it as the priesthood," he said.
Warner admits he prefers to be identified as
member of the publishing world than a bar association. It wasn’t always the case, however, when he set
out in the late 1960s to "make the world better" as a
poverty lawyer for Contra Costa County Legal Aid.
A crusader, Warner and colleague Ed Sherman
fought some significant battles on behalf of the disenfranchised.
They helped eliminate price-fixing among
lawyers in the county, and successfully sued to
protest juvenile hall conditions.
But as the two came to realize their work was
just a drop in the social welfare bucket, they also
found the kernels of a business. Sherman and
Warner made the decision to sell their expertise, but
in an easily obtainable form.
It wasn’t always smooth sailing at first, Warner
said. "We were so used to thinking nonprofit that it
didn’t come easily to be business people."
The two worked it out, and the company grew
until it earns a profit "in the 10 percent range" with
50 employees. Sherman has left to run his own business, a legal advice hotline. Warner’s fondest wish?
To get out of the legal publishing business.
An overhaul of the legal system. Warner writes in
the company newsletter, "will mean that Nolo Press
can no longer sell people books designed to guide
people through nonsensical legal procedures.
"I’d enjoy the challenge of helping Nolo develop
self-help materials that solve real problems."
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Local districts are
making creative
use of obscure law
SACRAMENTO (AP) An
obscure 1972 law designed to provide
modest funds for road upkeep and
street lighting is being used increasingly to plug the holes in cities’ recession -plagued budgets, according to
testimony to a state Senate committee.
School districts, cities, counties
and others are interpreting the law to
permit them to levy assessments a
practice opponents contend violates
the intent of Proposition 13 of 1978,
which requires a two-thirds vote for
new taxes.
At issue is the Landscape and
Lighting Act, virtually unknown to the
public, which enables cities and other
agencies to set up special "assessment
districts" that collect funds from property owners in return for government
services. Those services commonly
include street maintenance and lights.
paving and building highway medians.
"The act’s author (Sen. Robert
Beverly, R -Redondo Beach) has
emphatically stated that it was never
intended for use by school districts..to
impose parcel fees on homeowners
without their consent," Sen. John
Lewis,
R -Orange,
testified
Wednesday.
"Unfortunately, crafty consultants
for some Northern California school
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The law has been criticized by residents in a number of communities as
inspiring laws that are unconstitutional. In Orland, for example, local
authorities levied a $24 per parcel
assessment.

Mil

I

America’s Best Dressed Sandwich

districts seized upon the Landscaping
and Lighting Act as an opportunity to
increase revenues without their consent."
Education officials, including representatives of the Association of
California School Administrators and
the Sequoia Union High School
District, said the schools "have very
few tools and very little revenue to
work with" and need to devise creative solutions to raise money.
"School districts in Orange, Los
Angeles and San Mateo see the act as
a way to fund field maintenance and
community programs without the vote
of the people," said Sen. Marian
Bergeson, R-Newport Beach.
Bergeson is chairwoman of the
Senate Local Government Committee,
which held the first of six hearings
Wednesday on whether the 1972 law
should be changed.
"But we need to remember that if
we amend this act, we are changing a
mechanism that has worked well in
most cases. If it isn’t broke, don’t fix

WHILE-YOU-WAIT SERVICE! NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!

408 294-5000

80 E. San Carlos St. Between 3rd & 2nd -947-1333

members Muni sr as a close-knit work
group and share emotional support and
comic relief amid a rigorous schedule.
"With a class like this there’s a lot
of camaraderie. In law school it’s all
direct competition," Ana.stasi said.
Mori said the team experience is
part of their training.
"As a group they bring their different strengths to bear. They help each
other out," he said. "This program
emphasizes teamwork."
Class site depends on the number
of guaranteed internships the school
can obtain, according to Mori, but it’s
not expected to exceed 24 students.
"They’re all bright, all capable,"
Sagatelian said. "I don’t think the
firms will be sorry about anyone they
pick."

vulnerability to lawsuits.
Ida Ng of !long Kong is one of two
international students in the program.
She said her English literature degree
will be a business advantage.
"For me, literature widened my
horizons," she said. "1 have a feeling I
will be more sympathetic to other people’s feelings."
"It can’t always be the hard and
fast route. Sometimes you have to
loosen up anti be a little more understanding. It’ll keep me healthy."
Students focus on one class at a
time for several weeks of concentrated
lecture and lab from 8 a.m, to noon
daily plus homework.
"I treat this program as my job,"
John said. The band of classmates has
developed its own survival skills. The
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WORLD EVENTS

0 Tijuana citizens
fearful offirst
waste incinerator
in Mexico
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Fearful Tijuana
residents protested the operation of a new
hazardous waste incinerator that is scheduled
to go into operation early next year, the daily
El Universal reported Wednesday.
The incinerator, known by its Spanish
acronym TEES A, is operated by a subsidiary
of the international giant Waste Management
Inc. It is already undergoing test burns to
receive approval from the federal Secretary of
Ecology.
If it goes into full operation, it will be the
only public incinerator in the nation, which is
sorely pressed for hazardous waste disposal
services.
But residents fear the chemicals to be
burned at the incinerator would harm them,

II San Jose State University

TODAY- Sunny, mild day and cool night. Highs from 6570, nighttime lows in 40s. TOMORROW - Much the same with highs in mid-60s.

said Adrian Torres, a leader in the neighborhood group opposing the plant.
The plant would incinerate polychlorinated biphenyls, also known as PCBs, cancercausing substances that have been banned
from use in fluorescent light fixtures in the
United States.
The PCBs being sent to the TEESA incinerator come from electrical transformers
being decommissioned by the Federal
Electricity Commission.

@ Libyans sought in
1989 bombing of
plane in Niger
PARIS (AP) - A judge Wednesday
issued international arrest warrants for Col.
Moammar Gadhafi’s brother-in-law and three
other Libyan officials for a 1989 airliner
bombing that killed 170 people.

$5,000,000 MEDICAL/HEALTH
insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California. Rates
as low as $20 per month. For
brochure, call.
(408) 252-7300
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
trays - no charge
SAVE MONEY arid your TEETH
Enroll now. For brochure see
A S Office or
Call 800655:3225

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY
296.5270
FREE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 9-2

COMPUTERS

The warrants were ordered four days after
France proposed lifting European Community
sanctions against Libya for taking part in terrorism.
The Libyan leader’s relative, Abdallah
Senoussi, is considered the No. 2 man in
I .ibya’s intelligence services.
The others sought arc intelligence agents
Ibrahim Naeli and Musbah Arbas, and
Abdallah Elazragh, a former Libyan diplomat
in Brazzaville, Congo, where the bomb
allegedly was planted on the UTA DC-10
plane.
Investigating Judge Jean-Louis Bruguiere
also ordered the questioning of Libyan Vice
Foreign Minister Moussa Kou.sm and the No.
3 intelligence official, Abessalam Zadma.
They are believed to have taken part in meetings where the bombing was planned and
approved.
All the accused men are believed living in
I.ibya. They are charged with conspiracy to
commit murder, terrorism and explosives violations.
There were no survivors from the Sept. 19,
1989, bombing of the jetliner over the Niger
desert. The plane, flying from Brazzaville to
Paris, had just completed a stopover in Chad.
Among the victims was Bonnie Pugh,
wife of the then-U.S. Ambassador to Chad,
Robert Pugh, and Margaret Schutzius, who
had been a U.S. Peace Corps volunteer in
Chad.
French news media, citing French and
Congolese secret service documents, have
reported that Libya orchestrated the bombing,
though officials earlier suspected Syrian
involvement.
One possible motive cited was Libyan
revenge because France helped Chad drive
Libyan troops from a disputed area of northern Chad in 1987.
Investigators also suspect Libya had a role
in the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over
Lockerbie, Scotland, on Dec. 21, 1988, which
killed 270 people. Retaliation for the 1986
U.S. bombing raid on Tripoli is believed to be
the motive.
Libya denies involvement in either bombing.

Talabani asserted that more than 90 percent of Kurds are opposed to making peace
with Baghdad until Saddam is ousted.
-Mere cannot be an agreement with dictators," Talabani said.
Talabani stopped in Ankara to meet with
Turkish politicians after a tour of the United
States and Europe to seek support for the
Kurds.

(3 Kurdish leader
claims Iraq has
cut services in
Kurdish areas
ANKARA, Turkey (Al’) -- Baghdad is
removing its troops from much of northern
Iraq but has cut health care and other services
in the region in an apparent attempt to force
concessions in talks on Kurdish autonomy, an
Iraqi Kurdish leader said.
Jalal Talabani, head of the Patriotic Union
of Kurdistan, said Iraqi troops have started to
leave areas such as Erbil, Kalar and
Suleimaniyah and took many doctors, nurses
and teachers with them. No pay was left for
Kurdish teachers and health care workers
staying behind, he said.
Talabani also said bus transportation,
garbage collection and record -keeping,
including birth and death registration, have
been affected.
He said soldiers remain in Mosul and
Kirkuk, key oil centers.
There was no independent confirmation of
the pullout or an indication of how many
troops were withdrawn from northern Iraq,
where Kurds staged an unsuccessful revolt
against Saddam Hussein following the
Persian Gulf War.
Talks with Baghdad on Kurdish autonomy
for the region have been deadlocked since
June. One obstacle has been Kurdish
demands for control of Kirkuk.
Sporadic fighting has taken place in the
region, with some heavy battles early this
month.
The Kurds’ chief negotiator, Massoud
Barzani, has urged reconciliation with
Baghdad, saying the Kurds cannot rely on
foreigners to help them, and challenged other
Kurdish parties to an election to set negotiating policies.
Barzani leads the Kurdistan Democratic
Party, the largest of the Iraqi Kurdish movements, and is Talabani’s main rival.

COMPUTER RETAIL SALES - Want
to have fun, while still maintaining
your school schedule. & get paid for
It too? Then you will be glad to know
that ComputerWare, the original and
best Mac software / hardware
reseller, has immediate PT sales
openings at our Sunnyvale store.
Candidates must be highly Mac lit.
crate. Duties Include cashiering,
product demos, and customer sup.
port. Cover letter & resume to Per.
sonnel, ComputerWare, 2800 W.
Bayshore Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94303.
MODEL SEARCH 91 Cosmopolitan
International modeling agency seek.
ing M / F for fashion. print and TV
commercial work. For free evaivaton. Call 374.6090.

FOR SALE

AFRICAN CONNECTION bookstore
Books, greeting cards. games etc
463 So Bascom Av San lose. Ca
CASH FOR COLLEGE. Scholarship
Quest has over 300,000 sources of
available college cash Our person
allzed Financial Planning Report
finds the hidden scholarship
sources for you Call for a free copy
Of "10 Ways To Stretch Your Schol
atria) Chances" 4011 7338726
ARE YOU APPLYING
TO GRADUATE SCHOOL?
The Princeton Review seeks Pre
Low. Pre Business and other
prospective graduate students
Interested in taking a FREE LSAT.
GMAT or GRE diagnostic exam Call
(408) 268.9674 to make your
reservation Call Today!
"MN. BLUE GREEN" has current
Cell Tech Products (algae & aci.
dolpholus etc.) on hand now She
cial money making/saving plan for
sororities, hats groups Get brain
food/body rebuilding Items from
VlMor in Sli 211 or write, Plan 196.
PO. Box 9. 5.1.CA 95103 Phone
408 4928827 Free yeast self test
OPEN MIKE
Oh, put God to the test and see
how kind He is,
Honor your father and mother,
that you may flay* a long
good life
Mau must not murder
You must not commit adultery
NW must not steal
You must not lie
You must not be reedy
S Cha P0 Box 160315
Cupertino. CA 95016

AUTOMOTIVE
SS CHEVELLE MALIBU Rebuilt
327 New brakes. win shim(’ &
wiring Must sell Make ore an offer
hen 1111367197
SEIZED CARE trucks, boats
4 wheelers. motorhomes, by Fill
IRS. Df A Available your area now
Call 805 882 7555 Est C 1255

HELP WANTED
COUNTER/FOOD SERV. for cafe &
dell & catering downtown 60 N 1st
St. Laurel’s Delights call 7925211.
or 253.5159 leave message Pay
$5 -$13./hr. Dependable customer
oriented help wanted. Flex hours
Ask for Laurel
BUSINESS MAJORS
Wall for us and learn first hand
how a small business operates We
need ambitious. part-time workers
to do everything from telemarketing
to shipping and receiving. Flexible
hours, close to campus
Call Federal Communications at
408/2796233 for appointment
Ask for Jennifer Tynes
COUNSELOR, RT. Direct care staff
to work with D D adolescents in
residence group home Experience
helpful, but will Vain 3115412
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediate
ly! No experience necessary. Pro:
cess FHA mortgage refunds. Work
at home Call 1 405-321:3064.
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup
per! Applications accepted MP
73(5500 1235 Oakmeed
Sunnyvale, 245-2911 Conveniently
located off Hwy 101 A Lawrence
Ennio See you soon.
FEMALE FASHION A swirmvem
models needed, no experience
required Cali after 3 pm
Dale 408 2987108
WE’RE LOOKING FOR A TOP frater.
MN, sorority or student organ iza!Ion that would like to make
5500-81800. for one week marMeting project right on campus.
Must be organized A hard wedging
Call Robert at (800) 592-2121.

NEWS QUIZ
Five correct - Most ghoulish of
all frights. Three to four Going to get bellyache later on
tonight. One to two - Will
find a razor blade in candy
apple and a big rock at bottom
of goodie sack.

0 How many parents attended classes
at SJSU in 1988, according to figures
put out by CSU Chancellor’s Office?
(9 How long has new police chief of
San Jose Louis Cobarruviaz served
with SJPD?
(0 Who directed the new film titled
-The People Under the Stairs?"
0 What was forbidden in Costa Rican
schools by the government on
Tuesday?
0 How many Vietnamese have fled
Communism in rickety boats?
ANSWERS: I) 1,519 parents attended SJSU in
(988.2) Ile has served with S.111) for 26 years.
3) Wes Craven, who created "A Nightmare on
Elm Street." 4) Celebrations of Ilalloween were
forbidden in Costa Rican schools. 5) Estimates
say 1.5 million people have Red Vietnam.

Edited by Corey Tmsidder
Spartan Daily Assistant News Editor

FAx: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

16 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO
Only 15 min. horn SISU, we are
APOLLO COMPUTER SYSTEMS
offering lower rates for SJSU stu
Specializing In IBM compatibles
dents and staff who need working Complete systems as low as $435
11 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
practice tapes, band/songwriter
Apollo can build a computer to
Your fraternity, sorority, or other
meet your specific needs! We also
campus group can earn between
demos and 256 track midrecord:
Ing. Call for Info VITAL SOUNDS help students upgrade their existing
$50081000 in less than 7 days
408 2740909.
You pay absolutely nothing
computer sustems! We’re happy to
Call 1-800.735.2077 Ent 3
answer questions. Please call us at
EGG DONORS NEEDED to help
(408) 2950869
POP SYSTEMS has job openings
infertile couples achieve pregnancy.
The Fertility and Reproductive
In high tech computer industry
Excellent opportunity for graduating
Health Institute of Northern Caltfor
ma is recruiting woolen 18 35 to
marketing majors, or any
love
graduating senior. Call
donate eggs Requires testing 2 4 PC. PURR. BLACK COUCH,
hours daily for approximately two Seat, ch, /4 ottoman $300. Exc.
(4081 944 0301 for interest in a
weeks Egg donors are compensat Coma Will sell separately Perfect
full-time or part time account
ed financially for their time Call for college apt Derrick 294 3701.
executive position open
Swindra at 14081 3582500
STOP MUGGERS, RAPISTS, drug.
OVERSEAS JOBS - 8900.-52000
REMEMBER WHEN sex was safe
gins in their tracks, Instantly, safe
Per mo Summer. Yr round, All
and skydiving was dangerous?
and legal. Money back guarantee countries. All fields Free info Write
Play it safe.
9 00 an) to 6.00 p.m. 288.6818
11C, PO Box 52C803. Corona Del
Bay Area Skydiving 510 634-7575
Mar, CA. 92625
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED for
Inner City children / youth
Serve with Cityleam Ministries
Youth outreach in bible clubs,
tutoring, discipleship
Hours flexible Bernie Ashby
14081 998-47/0
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REC/P.E. OR CHILD DEV/ED
MAJORS! Small World Schools is
hiring teachers and substitutes for
our 9 preschool 1612 units ECE
Preferred) and 12 schooTage
(rec/P.E. units o kllaflararna We
have both full-time and part-time
positions f lexible hours available.
Our centers are open ham to 6 pm.
Experience preferred but not
required Call 257-7326
START 87 - 8.00 PER HOUR
Drry Swop, ta.hm shifts Ft/Pt
Weekly pay
Security liecepAunillIgh tech
Excellent benefits
Credit union Medical insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate Interviews
Apply’ 8am 5prn, M011 Fri.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd Santa Clara
Knetw. San Tomas Ewe / Olcott)

HOUSING
PRIVATE ROOM. avail 11/1 1/2
block SJSU. Furn. No smoke Pref
respons male student 297.7679
21111/111A HOUSE. Walk to carts
pus Sharp, updated bath & kitchen
wflennalr, D W Refs Formal
D R . basement. off street parking
Call 3545405
APT. RENT 1 studio $320 mo I
born, $440 mo 185 E San Erman
do near S1S 280:0888/2940757
ROOM FOR RENT NEAR SAY
Victorian, full polo, w/d,
$400. $120 clop 7879530
$1111,1150. WHY
1 bed
room condo. very private, Inside
utilities, 2 patios, close to public
transportation and S1SU Agents
N111 M8.7985 Michael 498.8189

INVOICE PROCESSING CLERK.
Temp. 40 hr. position. Nov. 18 - 2 NORM / 2 BATH APT. - $770
Feb 15. Accounting background pre 820 a mo & 1 Bdrm/1 bath apt
?erred Apply now at Spartan $600 a mo 12 me lease Walk or
ride bike to school 780 5 11th
Bookstore or call 408 9241800
street Laundry facilities, security
LAWN AERATION SALES
bldg , Cable TV avail Remodeled.
very clean Call mgr 2889157
810. HOUR.
Guaranteed
weekends
GATEWAY APARTMENTS
Green Thumb lawn Service
Lirg 2 Mon 2 bath, Starling at
$750 /mo Free bask cable I V
249 0556
Security under ground parking
Game room. BBQ area $100 off
POSTAL JOBS AVAKASUB
Many positions Great benefits Call flist month rent 148 E Willem St
Coll Cindy - 947.0803.
805 682 7555 Ed P3310

VILLAGE APARTMENTS
2 bcl 1. ba Starting at $750./mo.
Free bask cable 1V. Security under
ground parking. Son deck & BBQ
area. $100. off first months rent.
576 S. 5th St. Kris 295-6893 or
Bob 377:3353. Leave message.

SOLVE THE MYSTERY of law school
and MBA admissions. Present your
self in the most favorable light
Bishops Educational Services.
Annette Faraglia, Stanford JD.
14151 391.2357 Consultation) cost
$250 00

STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS
2 bdrrn. / 2 barn start $765 Free
basic cable TV, Security Gates,
Remodeled - Roomy and clean
508S 11th St.
Call Dan 2955256 or
Steve 729:0290.
Leave message

LEARN TO FLY!
Ail levels, private through
commercial Special 1 hour,
introductory flight for $3500 Call
Pr at (408) 723-3146 for details.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Rent
$212 50 2 bed / 2 bath - share
room. 148 E Williams. Gateway
Apts Contact: Ben King 971.4708.
LIKE NEW 1 BR APTS.
Brght & airy
with AEK. OW. AC Gated parking,
intercom, laundry
Two roommates 0 K
Rent $685 $850
Also rent monthly parking only.
Quiet, nice for staff
1 block from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER
297-4705

PERSONAL
ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE.
a monthly publication serving
entrepreneurs with ads & articles
Sample copy $2 , year $12
PO Box 7010. Van Nuys, CA
91409.7010.
COMPUTERMATE,
low cost dating service.
FREE brochure, PO Box 612112,
1 CA 95161-2112
’800423.9199
’Agents Wanted’

SERVICES
TUTOR, Meth, Physics, Comp. Sol
Group discounts
Call (510) 4476508 for emit
YOU WANT TO IMPROVE
your French or math,
Call Franck - 295-4026

WRITING. RESEARCH SERVICES.
All
Paper, thesis
development. assistance
Qualified writers.
Editing Resumes
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Berkrey 14151 841..5036

TRAVEL
FREE TRAVEL Air couriers and
CruiseshIps Students also needed
Christmas. Spring and Summer for
Amusement Park employment Call
805 682.7555 Ext F-166

FREE COLOR ANALYSIS and makeover. Professional Image Consul.
it Quality products at 40%-75%
less than retail Tracy - 947 1537

MEXICO CRUISE $99. Per Person
4 day / 3 night hotel Plan now for
your break Very limited offer Call
now 1 800 621 0572

101. DISCOUNT on all
PERMANENT COSMETICS.
Ei dance your natural beauty..
Eye loner. Eyebrows Lips Cheeks
Small scars blended
Expires 1.225-91
Call EriSh at 408 379-3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621E Carnpbell Ave all
Campbell, CA 95008

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO 00?
Hawaii. Mexico, Europe, U 5?
Make your ChristmaS plans now
Call for low airfares.
408 997:3647 Arlene

WORDPROCESSING

ELECTROLYSIS CUNICI Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
Confidential Your own sterlie
probe or disposable
Cell 2427486.
335 S Baywoocl Ave San Jose

QUAUTY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes. letters. reports All formats Steno
sevice Pick up and delivery for
large jobs 20 years
experience MA In English
Call Margaret,
Rae’ to Rpm, at 751.8775

REPOSSESSED & IRS Foreclosed
homes available at below market
value Fantastic savings’ You reoair
Also S&L bailout proper ties Call
805 682.7555 Ed. I-11513

I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING,
located near Blackford H S
Call Mary lane - 985.7819

BARE IT ALL! PERWVVE NT HAIR
REMOVAL Stop Sharing waxing
tweezing-or using chernicais let
us permanently remove your
unwanted hair Back, Chest. Lip,
Bikini. Chin, Tummy, etc Students
& faculty 15% discount. 1st appt
1/2 price if made before December
25th Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E Campbell Ave all
Campbell, Ca11.408 379 3500
Gwen, Trish or Marlice.
Registered Electroiogists

SANTA CLARA Secretarial Sen.
984-2268 Near SCU
Term papers. Resumes, Etc
EXPERIENCED AFFORDABLE
Term papers, theses, manuscripts.
etc Call Gina 3386038.
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade.
Good spelling and grammar
also nolo Let this
English teacher assist
you in improving your
G PA Foreign students
welcome Call Barbara
at Mot E/TYPE(4car: 295 7438

VOICEMAIL ES. PER MONTH No
deposit, installation or deposit
costs Private and secure. Simple
to use Call 408 4230589 for info

AAAHI EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me on: the boor
Resumes, term papers, theses,
etc. Grad A undergrad. Available
days - (eves & weekends by appt.)
IBM Comp / Laser printer
Call Anna 972-4992
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
next to Original Joe’s
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
$1.50.$2 00 page.
Macintosh laser print
Notes, papers, letters,
flyers, resumes. etc. Free editing
Cohrmann Business Center
325$ 1st St 1st Fl 283.0700
ATTENTION GRADS!
Let me assist you with your
Masters thesis/project
preparation Expertise on
APA/Turabian formats & Grad
Office requirements Will Edit
grammar, punctuation, sentence
structure (former English major).
Word Perfect & HP Laser
WINN, Glen area
Cali Mrs Morton
266.9448 dairy 8-8
TYPING A WORDPROCESSING
$7 PER PAGE
EILEEN 226.1459
EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
familiar with APA/Turabian
formats Science and English
papers our specialty. Free spell
check/storage Low-cost editing
and graphics. Resumes and other
services available
Masterson’s Word Processing
Call Paul of Virginia
251 0449

CALL LRIDA TODAY
for experienced, professional wordprocessing Theses, term papers.
group projects. etc.
All formats including APE
Quick return
Transcription services available
Almaden / Branham area.
Phone 264-4504
CALL MARSHA 266-9448
for word processing witn
Word Perfect 5 1 and HP Laser II
Specialize editing, e.g. graniMar,
sentence structure. formatting
(APA. Turablan, MIA) Can also err’
your 51/4 disk in WP 5.0/5.1 or
ASCII Assistance with all
phases of thesis, term paper, &
resume preparation.
ESL students welcome.
Willow Glen area
WHEN THE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEED!
Papers Typed
Laser Printer
Spell Check
Si 90 pp and up
Evening & weekend sows
Ben yessa/Evergreen
254-4565.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing. Term Pape’,
Theses, Graduate Work, APA &
Turabian Desktop Publishing
Graphic Design & Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakridge Mali
2246395

LETTERS, RESUMES, FLYERS
and small lobs by a pro
Laser Pinntel
Free disk storage
Call Evelyn at
EDP SERVICES
2708014

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing. Term papers
reports, group Papers, resumes
letters, theses, iaserprinter,
etc All formats plus APE,
SirzlicheKk, punclualon/ grammar
assistance All work guaranteed.
Call PAM 247.2681, Barn 8pa,
for vvorry free professional
oeuendable se. vice

WORD PROCESSING
Friendly home typist using
Word Perfect A Laser printer
Near Bollinger & De Arita Blvd
12 years legal experience
Suzanne
448.5658

LET MB PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
make your papers look
as fount as they sound
Call Bobbi at
248 6668 to discuss rates

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

OCIEJCIOODOCILMOCIODOODEOCIOOODODEOCI
ODOODOECIODOEMEMODOODOECIEMODOOE
0001111:100EICIDEOEMODOOODOCIOEODOODEI
FIDECIDOODEIDEODOCIFF7777MOE1771717177
Name

AD RATES,

MINIMUM

One
Day

Two
Days

3 lines

$500 $600

3

Please check .1
your classification:

LINES ON ONE DAY

Three
Days

FOLIC
Days

Ma
Days

Address

$700 $800

$900

Cay.State

$3000

4 lines

$6.00 $7.00

$800

$900

51ines

$7.00 $800

$900

$3000 $11 00

611ms

$800 $9.00

$10 00811 00 $1200

Each additional line: $1.00

day: $1.00
SEMESTER RATES, ALL

Each additional

ISSUES

5-9 lines $20 00* 10-14 lines. $9000
15-19 lines:

$110.00
Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Announcements
Zip

Phone
I

1

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Classibed desk located inside Wahiquist library North 102 Deadline
Two
days before publication
Consecutive Publications dates only No refunds
on cancelled ads

_Automotive
Computers
For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
HousIng
Lost and Found
Personal
_Services
_ Stereo
Travel
Wordprocessing
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No. 1 Stanford visits SJSU; Cardinal
overwhelms determined Spartan effort

COREY
TRESIDDER
DAILY ASSISTANT
NEWS EDITOR

California a
haven for
college soccer
excitement

’I don’t think they expected us to set out
as hard as we did. We played well
against them. We never gave up.’
Isawnis Wilson
scntot

the Spartans’ first
Because
game in more than a
week is happening after
this column needed to be
written, my topic will
not be the Spartans. At least it won’t
be for the most part.
Sure, campus soccer has kept
plugging away with pick-up games
at local parks and the upcoming
intramural indoor season, but step
back and lake a look at the bigger
picture. There are some things more
important, like California and its
haven for college soccer
excitement...
Throughout the national college
coverage in Soccer America,
players and teams from California
frequently head the news.
Looking down the Top 20
rankings over the past several
weeks, no less than three squads
have graced the list.
On top of that, our neighbors, the
Santa Clara University Broncos,
have held the No. 1 spot in the
nation with an undefeated record for
most of the season.
And it was the University of San
Francisco Dons who tamed the
Broncos 3-0 on Oct. 15, knocking
Santa Clara down to No. 3 and
moving the Dons from No. 17 to
No. 6 for the week of Oct. 20.
Dons have been the
The
surprise team of the year,
now appearing to be headed
for post-season after
struggling the past two years. After
downing Santa Clara, USF put itself
in a position to take the West Coast
Conference by beating San Diego
State 2-1 just five days later.
The team must be inspired by the
campus stadium named after their
coach of 30 seasons, Stephen
Negoesco.
Other California teams making
appearances in the Top 20 have
been San Diego State, UCLA,
Sonoma State and the Big West
Conference’s Fresno State.
Currently ranked No. 11 with an
11-2-2 record, the Bulldogs feature
senior forward Gerell Elliott, the
NCAA Division 1 leading scorer
with 17 goals and 13 assists as of
Oct. 20.
Elliott was named Big West
Player of the Week with a goal and
two assists in a 4-0 win over the
SJSU Spartans Oct. 17 in Fresno.
Last season’s NCAA champion
UCLA began the season ranked No.
1, but due to three losses the
competition has passed the Bruins
by and has left them at No. 16.
While 11 wins is a great
achievement so far, teams like
Rutgers, Virginia and Santa Clara
have suffered only one loss.
will probably make the
UCLA
NCAA post-season cut, and
should a force of nature
strike, Stanford could be joining
them. But Stanford must earn a
berth while UCLA most likely will
be invited by taking the Pac-10.
But what about the Spartans?
Well, it looks like another year in
the basement. Even though SJSU
has not had a successful soccer
season in a long time, the Spartans
have offered some entertaining play
and have some good prospects for
next year.
Coach Gary St. Clair is the
eternal optimist, with unforgiving
task of rebuilding a winner.
There are plenty of opportunities
to see some good soccer at one of
the best soccer stadiums in the
country.
So even though the Spartans
won’t take any awards this year, get
out and support your team.
This writer from San Jose State
in California may be reluctant to
admit it, yet Santa Clara’s Buck
Shaw Stadium in California is the
place to be to see the 1991 NCAA
playoffs.
Corey Tresidder’s soccer column
appears every Thursday.

SPORTS

SPARTAN DAIIN

By Tony Marek
Day slid writer

There were a few surprises
Tuesday night when the SJSU
women’s volleyball team hosted the
nation’s top-ranked Stanford Cardinal,
but the final outcome was not one of
them.
Stanford shut down the Spartans in
three games, by scores of 15-13, 15-6,
15-13. But SJSU’s strong effort caught
the undefeated Cardinal off guard.
The first and third games of the
match saw the Spartans climb back up
from deficits, of as many as seven
points, to challenge Stanford’s more
experienced team.
Senior Dawnis Wilson, one of only
two seniors in SJSU’s lineup this year,
said Stanford may have taken them for
granted in the beginning.
"I don’t think they expected us to
get out as hard as we did," Wilson
said. "We played well against them.
We never gave up."
After losing an early 5-2 lead in the
first game, the Spartans served up five
consecutive points.
The run included a kill by freshman
Cristin Rossman and the lust of three
service aces by Dawnis Wilson,
putting them back up 13-12.
But Stanford came back with three
straight points, taking the first game
on a kill by 6-foot-2 hitter Bev Oden.
In the second game, SJSU stalled
after a promising start topped off by
one of nine total kills by junior Mindy
Czuleger, tying the score at 6-6.
But that was the Spartans’ last
point for the game as they traded sideouts with the Cardinal and watched
them move ahead to the win.
The third, and most exciting, game
whipped up the crowd as the teams
traded the lead three times early.
After Stanford moved ahead 12-5
on a series of Cardinal kills and
Spar= errors, SJSU battled back to a
two-point deficit at 13-11.

Ut

hittcr

Nine sideouts later, the Cardinal
moved to 14-11 on a kill by junior
Kristi Paaso, followed by two quick
SJSU points that brought the crowd to
a peak and the score to 14-13.
Stanford got the winning point on a
wide shot by the Spartans, and the relatively short match was over, giving
the Cardinal a 20th notch in its gunbelt.
"We were a pretty good threat
tonight," said SJSU head coach John
Corbelli.
He cited a weak Cardinal passing
performance, and SJSU’s consistent
serving and passing as reasons for the
close scores.
Wilson led both teams in service
aces, and was SJSU’s top killer with
10 kills for the match followed closely
by Czulcger with nine kills.
Senior Kristin Klein and Oden
demonstrated Stanford’s strength and
experience. Six-footer Klein led both
teams with 16 kills and 16 digs for the
match, followed by Oden with 13 kills
and eight digs.
SJSU’s lack of experience, with
Wilson and Leslie Page, the team’s
only seniors, is seen as its biggest
handicap this year.
After the Spartans lost six starters
off a lineup that earned the team fifth
place in the Big West Conference last
year, Corbelli said the team has adjusted its goals.
"Last year’s goal was the Top 10,"
he said. "This year we’re looking to be
over .5(X) (winning percentage)."
And they’re hoping to pick off a
Top 20 team along the way, according
to Corbelli.
"They’re starting to sec that they
are a good team," he said.
Corbelli predicts his team can pick
up momentum toward the end of the
season "when we keep the right attitude, like we did tonight."
The Cardinal’s win brought its season record to 20-0. The Spartans are
now at 7-11.

Lynn Benson

SJSU’s Jennifer Gross goes high for a block on a
Stanford Cardinal kill attempt in -lliesday’s vol-

Indoor soccer may go to England
Americanized game
starting to gain toehold with English
BALTIMORE (AP)
First the
Americans had the audacity to tinker
with the hallowed game of soccer.
Now they want to take their indoor
game played on artificial turf-covered
hockey rinks to England.
Despite nearly folding four of the
last five years, the Major Soccer
League expects to have two clubs
one in Sheffield and another in
Birmingham implanted in England
by 1993 at the latest.
But it won’t only be Americans
leading the charge to take the U.S.
indoor version across the Atlantic
Ocean.
Kenny Cooper, the Blackpool,
England-born American who coaches
and is vice president of the MSL’s
Baltimore Blast, has been working on
the project for about 10 years.
Former English Football League
marketing director Graham Walker, a
Scotsman, and Roy Redman, vice
president for life of English seconddivision club Bristol Rovers, are spearheading the drive from the British
Isles to take American indoor soccer
to England.
Their involvement, according to
Walker, began in the early 1980s when
the Football League experimented
with their own indoor tournament, but
using the more internationally accepted "five-a-side" rules.
"No boards, throw ins, no ball
played above the waist, really boring
stuff," said Walker, who served as the
league’s marketing director from
1981-85 and now runs his own marketing company. "So we said ’There
has to be a better game than this.’

"We looked around and there was
one type played in Holland and one
played in America.
"And lo and behold, the British
public surprisingly liked the American
game, which was quite astonishing
because we don’t like anything
American."
Using modified rules, the English
began playing the game in a tournament called the Soccer Six, which the
Blast participated in last year as an
exhibition entrant.
While no one is claiming the
indoor game rivals the popularity of
the outdoor game, Walker, Redman
and a few others have been impressed
enough to believe the MSL could fly
in England.
They’ve were encouraged sufficiently to spent nearly seven days in
the United States a week ago, mostly
in Baltimore with Cooper, discussing
the details with MSL officials and
team owners.
The MSL became interested when
two new indoor arenas, capable of
housing MSL-style teams, opened in

the last six months: the 10,000 -seat
National Indoor Arena in Birmingham
and the 10,0(()-capacity Don Valley
Arena in Sheffield.
"Indoor sports have no tradition in
Europe," Walker explained. "The
maximum capacity is 2,000 in our
largest ice hockey arena."
MSL co-founder and commissioner
Earl Foreman, Cooper, Walker and
Redman all say they’ve investigated
and feel confident they can overcome
what seems to loom as the biggest
problems.
While they don’t have it on paper,
they feel they can get corporate sponsorship to defray travel costs across
the Atlantic. They have had discussions with the Football League over
jurisdiction and feel they can attract a
non- or disaffected-soccer fan instead
of relying on traditional supporters to
fill the arenas.
Walker and Redman say they have
local government support, sponsors
who have shown interest, and also say
it will be easier to sell indoor soccer in
England than the United States.
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great thing about the game is
that it is so close to outdoor soccer,"
Walker said. "Soccer is our national
sport. We’re not selling the game,
we’re selling a concept. The task is
easier, we’re not really competing.’
But while the English public
already is educated in soccer, there are
many people who have turned away
from the game, particulary because of
the heavily publicized fan violence in
recent years.
The MSL has been selling itself as
a family -oriented game for years, a
quality Walker and Redman feel is a
great asset.
Additionally, friction and resistance
from the international soccer governing body (FIFA), which was quite
extensive in the MSL’s early years, has
waned significantly in the last 12
months with the arrival of new U.S.
Soccer Federation president Alan
Rothenberg.
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An interactive multimedia installation by Hassan Ebrahimi-Nuyken. Engineering
Bldg. room 189. Friday from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

1 Virtual Therapy

Robert W Scoble, pnxiuction editor
George Ortiz, photo editor

1 Art Department Gallery

Masters of fine arts candidates display their portfolios for the public.

For more information, call 924-4330.

Inmate Clicks man, chief photographer
Laura DiMascio, copy chief

Art Illustrator

The Associated Students Program Board presents the Taiwanese
Opera Troupe of the Republic of China, Sunday, Nov. 3 at 7p.m. Tickets are $6 for students, $10 general
admission, available at BASS & A.S. Business Office. For more information, call 924-6261.

1 Morris Dailey Auditorium

Raid Donarrorei

Contributing
Reporters:

Off Campus

Brake Shelby B’s
Monica Campbell
Traci lkgrichi
Jason Rothnran
John Vieira

Contributing
Photographers:
Lynn Benson
Barry Gutierrez
Leslie Salzmann

1 Gaslighter Theater

"A Convict’s Daughter," a new melodramatic
play of secrets in three acts. Ad,ossopn,
os $12.50; $10.50 for children under 12
at 400 E. Campbell Ave., Campbell. For
more information. call 866-1408.

/ All Soul’s Day

"Day of the
Dead," a traditional Mexican and Latin
American celebration held at the Machu
Picchu Gallery, El Paseo Court , 42 W.
First St., San Jose. For more information,
call 280-1860.

Santa Clara Fairgrounds
The World’s Largest Haunted House

Directors:
Monica Corini, admtising
Jennifer Herman, art director

1 The Club Oasis

Ohio Players
and The Freak Daddies Sunday, Nov. 3.
Show starts at 9 p.m., tickets are $5 at
the door.

’Winchester Mystery I louse

Paul Smith, production manager

Account executives:

Movies

Vera Davoudi
Janette Dorset,
Brian Phillips
Andy Rayl
Kimberlee Strangis

Artists:
Dario Deras
Hilary Hattenbach
Hanh Schnittgrund

/ The People Under the Stars

Wes Craven, creator of "A Nightmare on Elm Street" can now
take you inside the scarest house on the block. Starring Brandon Adams, Everett McGill, Wendy Robie and
A.J. Langer. Opens Friday, Nov. 1. Opens Friday.

/ The Dark Backwards

This film is about a garbage man, played by Judd Nelson, who aspires to
be a standup comic and he suddenly grows a third arm on his back. Weird cult film, with bizarre, black
humor. Exclusively playing at Carmera 3. Starts today.

/ The Year of the Gun

John Frankeneimer’s new movie thriller about an author, played by Emilio
Estevez, who is writing an international thriller may be living his worst nightmare. Opens Friday.

/ Antonia and Jane

A comedy about two women who have a love-hate relationship. Opens Friday.
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Local Toys R Us boasts ghosts
Toys that move on their
own, disembodied
voices lure the curious
By John Vieira
Daily staff wnter

Strange incidents began happening shortly after the Sunnyvale Toys
R Us store was built in 1970. First
the lights would flicker on and off.
Then items would fall off the
shelves on their own. Worried
employees knew that there was
something more than just bad
wiring.
Stories of ghosts in cemeteries or
old Victorian houses abound during
Halloween, but the story of the
ghost in the Sunnyvale Toys R Us
store stands alone.
Throughout the years many
more incidents have been reported
in various newspapers from the San
Francisco Chronicle to the National
Enquirer.
71. Managers, opening in the
morning, would find toys scattered
throughout the store and noises
would be heard inside after locking
up the store.
)0. Young women, with long
hair, reportedly felt an unseen hand
stroking their hair.
)0 Employees would hear their
names being called when no one
was near.
)0 Customers complained that
the women’s’ bathroom faucet
would turn on by itself after it was
turned off.

)0. A doll would begin to cry,
"Mama!" while in the box, but
would not talk when it was taken
out of the box.
In 1979, a group of psychic
researchers spent the night at Toys
R Us, according to published articles in the San Francisco Chronicle.
Star of the research team was psychic Sylvia Brown, who "discovered" that the ghost was that of
Johnny Johnson, a Presbyterian
preacher.
Brown’s account of the ghost’s
history was as follows, according to
the article:
Apparently the toy store had
been built on land that was once
part of the vast ranchlands of Martin
Murphy, Jr., who founded Sunnyvale in 1849. Johnson fell in love
with Elizabeth Martin, one of Murphy’s daughters, but was heartbroken when she married a well-to-do
citizen of Sunnyvale.
Later contracted "brain fever,"
an inflammation of the brain, which
left him feeble minded, and during
the latter part of his life he was
known as "Crazy John." He then
became a marginal employee at the
ranch as a handyman. He died by
cutting his leg while chopping wood
and bled to death before reaching
the ranch house.
The story has been told in 1980

on the television show "That’s
Incredible" and earlier this year on a
CBS special "Haunted Lives."
The store employees are affectionate even protective towards him.
Few are frightened and have nicknamed him Yonni Yonson or Yohan
Yonson.
Lillian "Putt Putt" O’Brien, an
employee of Toys R Us for 17
years, first heard about the ghost
when she started working there in
1975 and noticed merchandise
falling off shelves.
"I thought I saw somebody walk
by in a white shirt and an old fashioned cap that people wore years
ago and I ran out of the stockroom,"
Putt said.
Now, whenever Puu Pun goe.s to
the stockroom, she blesses herself
anti says "Hi Yohan, it’s only mc
doing a day’s work."
There are however, some nonbelievers of Johnson’s ghost.
Mike Shal, a worker there for
five years, doesn’t believe in ghosts.
He has worked during the nights
and nothing has ever happened.
"I’ve heard people talk about it
but I’ve never seen it. Stuff has fallat off shelves but they were stacked
NO," Shal said.
Director of inventory control,
Ken Jones, wrote in a company
newsletter that the ghost is nothing
more than a rumor started by sonic
employees.
Chine Balga, a Toys R Us eti.
turner, has heard about the ghost hut
she’s been shopping there since she
was a kid and has never seen anything.
Johnny Johnson still haunts the
aisles looking for Beth. By asking
any employee you can hear more of
the ghostly occurrence’

Lynn Henson

Sunnyvale Toys R Us
employee Lillian "Putt

Daily staff photographe

Putt" O’Brien recounts the
store’s ghostly occurrences.

Stroll Saratoga’s Haunted Woods
By Jason Rothman
Daily staff wnter

The Haunted Woods is a familystyle haunted house located in the
hills above Saratoga, at the end of
Sanbome Road.
The event, open through 10 p.m.
tonight, is designed for younger
people, and families, so there arc
not many things that jump out and
scare you. But, the location of the
dark redwoods, and the good lighting, realistic gore effects, and a reasonable $7 admission, make for an
enjoyable evening.
But, there are a few things
designed to startle people. After all
the woods are haunted. Guides take
groups of 20 or 30 people through
the exhibit telling the group stories
about each exhibit.
The best part of the event is
when monsters come to life with
their own sick personalities. A man
named Evan Rude, talks to people
anti shows them his new inventions.
One bathtub tilled with red water
and body pans is called the instant
mother-in-law bathtub. lie presses a
button, and an outboard motor and
the tub whiffs the gook around.
He also boasts about his other

invention, which is a toilet with
teeth on it. It is designed to stop
dogs and eats from drinking out of

the toilet.
Originally Mr. Rude was created
See WOODS, Page 7
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Blood, guts and fear ml
Hot Spot of the Week
y Jason Rothman
Daily staff writer

Walking through a foggy graveyard into blackness and
wander through a dark maze people may wonder when
something will jump out.
Then turning a corner, a light turns on and a monster
that is only in nightmares jumps out and starts waving a
weapon.
After freaking out, some people had to pull themselves
together and remember it’s only a haunted house and they
paid for this.
The World’s Largest Haunted House, at the Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds through tonight, is designed to
scare people, and for $6.50 for adults and $4.50 for children under 12 it is worth it.
In its 10th year, the show (which runs from 6 p.m. to
10 p.m.) has been successful in making people fall down
with fear.
"People pay to get scared," said Armando Loera, the
haunted house manager for five years. "Before I started
working at the show, I came here with my wife each year,
and each time we went in, I hid behind her the whole
time."
He added that the house scares people g) much that on
Saturday and Sunday, two women lost control of their
bladder at one point in the maze.
The haunted house characters like to startle people as
they walk around the corner. Everything is black and then

when a person turns the corner %here a monster is
parked, the monster turns on a light and jumps out at people.
"It’s a lot of fun working here," said Leonel Lorrera,
who plays Leatherface from the "Texas Chainsaw
Massacre." "It looks like people’s hearts jump out of their
mouths."
The man who plays Freddie Kruger agrees that it is
fun scaring people. All through the exhibit he hangs up
above the maze.
People see him and wonder when he will jump out.
Then as people turn a corner he pops out from behind a
wall and people fall down because they are so scared.
"They don’t want to walk past me," Shannon Lopez
(Freddie) said.
"People say ’I love you Freddie, you are my favorite
but don’t hurt me.’ This is my second year, and last year
three women fainted when they saw me."
It took the crew members three days to set up the
haunted house, and each night 20 attractions are hanging
out to scare people.
Seven to eight people stand throughout the maze to
keep people moving and under control.
Usually each night the attendants have to keep the
people moving because they back up in the area where
they go through Leatherface and then Freddie. People just
get too scared to move, according to Lccra.
If the feeling of the unknown is a scary thought then
check out the World’s Largest Haunted House.

Lynn Hasson Daily

staff phott 4,1

Jason (above) from the movie "Halloween," observes In
his section of the World’s Largest Haunted House. Os
Garcia (right) terrifies patrons who wander through i
mock graveyard at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds.

nshe Salzmann Daffy

SJSUalumni Dave Eslinger (above, right) hangs
himself for World of Terror Ill in Mountain
View’s Old Mill Shopping Center. Unwilling victims (right) get attacked by Leatherface from

staff photographer

the "Texas Chain Saw Massacre." A mask (far
right) from the movie "Eve of Destruction"is
one of several that can be seen in the "Museum
of Terror" located at the end of the tour.
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Cult film depicts sick, dark humor
Monica Campbell
Daily staff writer

With a star-studded cast and an
extremely original plot, "The Dark
Backward" would seem to have the
makings of a promising new cult
Instead, the film’s potential is
lost amid a sea of repelling images.
This movie is not for the weak stomached.
Directed by 25-year-old Adam
Rifkin, "The Dark Backward" stars
Judd Nelson as Marty Malt, the
nerdy garbageman who aspires to
leave his life of grime to become a
successful stand-up comic.
Yet, an unbelievable twist occurs
in Malt’s life what at first
appears to be an extreme bug bite
on the center of his back suddenly
emerges into a fully-formed third
arm.
Malt, whose only encouragement comes from his slimy coworker Gus, realizes that this oddity
could be the key to uplift his otherwise dreadful comical career.
"The Dark Backward" is a fairytale commentary on the exploitation
that the entertainment industry
often engages in.
The industrial setting is dark and
splattered with grime expressing
the garbage-like surroundings that
the characters dwell in.

’IV first half of the movie seenh
to succeed in creating a dark,
humorous account of Malt’N
depressing life as a garbagennin
who is dealing with a third arm
hanging from his back.
Malt’s hair is slippery with grease
and on stage he dawns a tacky pukegreen leisure suit which he affectionally titles his "lucky suit."
His apartment resembles the
garbage dump he works at and his
refrigerator contains a curious carton of "pork juice."
Nelson, who breaks away from
his yuppie brat -pack image,
respectably portrays Mali Nelson is
almost unrecognizable as Malt and
should be commended for stretching his acting abilities by taking on
this humorously different role.
James Cann, sparkles in his portrayal of Dr. Scurvy, the knife-happy doctor who is no help to Malt in
that he only places increasingly
larger bandages on his third arm.
Being the funniest character in
this movie, it is unfortunate that the
Dr. Scurvy character was only
shown in limited amounts.
Rob Lowe and Wayne Newton,
who play greedy, near-sighted talent
agents, also have cameo roles in the
film.
The main source of disappointment in this movie is the character
named Gus, who is played by Bill

Publicity photo

Judd Nelson is Marty Malt, a
stand-up comic/garbage man,
Paxton mostly known for his
role as the neighborhood bully,
Chet, in "Weird Science."
The main role of Gus in this film

who suddenly grows a third
ann in "The Dark Backward."
is to be an obnoxiously disgusting
being. Licking dead bodies found
under heaps of trash, eating monthold sandwiches, and simultaneously

frolicking with several 300-pound
women are activities that Gus finds
enjoyable.
At first, the character of Gus is
tolerable and even occasionally funny, yet, eventually the lewd acts Gus
engages become tiresome, repulsive
and often nauseating.
Gus’s character is so potent that
his presence seems to overwhelm
the film and underscore the other
character’s triumphs.
If you can enjoy watching such a
bursting amount of this kind of
monstrous comedy you will enjoy
"The Dark Backwards."
This film had enormous potential
to rank among such infamous cult
films like "Eraserhead."
It loses sight of developing
extensively on the character of Marty Malt. Instead, the overwhelming
presence of one character, Gus,
eventually began to repel and the
main object of the movie seemed to
be lost.

Four women shower thrilled crowd with magical folk songs
By Brooke Shelby Biggs
Daily executive editor

They got gypped and they loved
It.
The capacity crowd at Berkeley
Community Theatre Friday night
witnessed some rough, unrehearsed,
yet somehow brilliant folk performances from four premier women
artists Joan Baez, Mary -Chapin
Carpenter and the Indigo Girls
(Amy Ray and Emily Sailers).
If any audience members had
come for just the Indigo Girls, or
perhaps just Carpenter or Baez, they
soon learned none would get the
spotlight exclusively. Each artist left
out a classic or a current hit, opting
instead for pieces that lent themselves to a quartet arrangement.
Even then, there were no guarantees the songs would come off live,
and the apprehension showed.
But what would take away from
most concert experiences artists
forgetting words, hitting sour notes
and leaning on between-song banter
to get their technical act together
only served to make those in the
cavernous room feel more as if they
were at a family reunion than a concert.
Thanks to the good grace of natural chemistry between musicians
who had only just met the night
before, them was never a doubt that
the four acoustic guitar greats on the
stage were jus’ plain folks.
The women, billed as "Four
Voices For Human Rights" at the
benefit concert for Bacz’s human
rights group liumanitas, had only

rehearsed the day before in Bacz’s
kitchen, and much of the resultant
unevenness showed.
But when they hit a groove, the
melding of their guitar stylings and
velvet a cappella harmonies could at
once electrify and melt an onlooker.
The evening was ostensibly led
by Baez, but the audience was clearly partial to the Indigo Girls, shaking the walls with catcalls when
Sal iers or Ray hit the stage.
Ironically, it was clear that the
Indigo Girls were absolutely awed
to be sharing the stage with Baez
and Carpenter, two of the most
powerful pioneers in women’s folk.
Saliers, in one of the many
monologues of the evening,
acknowledged Baez as the "matriarch" of the modem women’s folk
movement, and later joined Carpenter on stage for a song she had never
rehearsed.
"I know all her songs ’cause I’m
a big fan," she said with a shy grin.
"Right back atcha," Carpenter
said.
Carpenter had the audience in
stitches, her oversized guitar dwarfing her minute schoolteacher’s
physique, her booming voice belting out country-tinged tunes about
bumbling, unfaithful men and
strong, independent women.
Salicrs donated a new tune
exploring reincarnation with the
group’s trademark existential skepticism. Her guitar work gets better
with each recording, and if Friday’s
performance was any indication, the
Indigo Girls next album (due this
winter) will firmly establish them

alone at the top of ’90s folk.
Contributing the wryest, drycst
sense of humor to the proceedings
was Ray. Dressed in her usual black
T-shirt, black jeans, black guitar and
black Doc Marten boots, Ray
revealed her hard-edged, angry side.
Violently she struck at the guitar
strings and drove her husky voice
through ever-increasing decibels in
an as-yet unrecorded song about
Squeaky Fromme, the former
Charles Manson Family disciple.
Baez provided some of the
night’s highlights, simply by the
magnitude of her legendary presence. Thankfully, her oversized ego
seemed to be in remission for this
event.
Good thing, considering she forgot the order of verses on her alltime classic "Diamonds and Rust."
She gave her distinctive tremolo
voice the spotlight in an a cappella
rendition of "Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot." Once she had the audience
enraptured and silenced by her performance, she stepped away from
the microphone and concluded, filling the auditorium with the natural
power of her talent and dropped
jaws in the audience.
But when all four artists shared
the stage, the music took on a scope
far larger than the sum of themall.
The Indigo Girls’ concert standard, an a cappella harmony version
of Paul Simon’s "American Tune,"
left paths of tears glistening on
some faces, and the finale, "Get
Together," kept the audience on its
feet well after the lights came up.
The evening as a whole was tes-

tament to the fact that American
folk is on the rebound.
And perhaps this marks a turning
point when women’s music is
judged less on model figures, plastic
faces and overproduced drivel and

2

more on raw talent and passion
the kind that can overwhelm an
audience on one night’s rehearsal
and pure magic.
Judging from Friday’s audience,
it’s not as far-fetched as it sounds.
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Mystery is key to touring Winchester House
1 yJa.son Rothman
Daily

wmer

The Winchester Mystery House
is one of the weirdest sights to see
on Halloween, because it wasn’t
created especially for the day, but
was built by an eccentric lady who
thought she would stay alive as long
as she kept building on to the house.
William Win Winchester, SOfl 01
Oliver Winchester who invented the
first repeat-action rifle, died and kit
his $20-million fortune and 777
shares of Winchester Repeating
Arms’ stock, to his 42 -year-old wife
Sarah. Giving her SLOW a day.
According to the legend. Winch
ester took the advice of a spiritualist
in Boston, sold her New Haven
house and moved into the eight
room farm house in 1881. She wa
told to build addition.s to the hous,
to keep the spirits happy and she
was to stay alive as long as she kept
building.
So, from the eight-room house.
she built a 160-mom mansion that
twists and turns around 24,01>,.
square feet, or about the size of hall
a football field.
Walking through the house, it’s
apparent that Mrs. Winchester WIIN
three sandwiches shoit of a six -person picnic. Rooms open into oil,. ,
rooms; some cupboards have
than an inch -deep space in then,
Some stairways are only two feet
wide and one door is only 4 feet l!’
inches tall (the same size as Mrs
Winchester).
She built an elaborate, all -wood,
ballroom but never had any guests
in the house. I’. yen President

WOODS:
From Page 3
to keep groups Imni running into
each other, because they all go into
one area to see two more exhibits.
The "killer toilet" was originally a
joke, said John Barchi the technical
director. "It was a sick idea and we
built a scene around it," he added.
Also guests are treated to a game
of Terminal Jeopardy, with the host
Torquemada. He is a fast-talking,
wise-cracking game show host, that
almost mimics the character
Beetleguiw. He brings up a contes
tant and explains the rules. The person is asked a question, and if the
person gets the answer right, then the
contestant wins. If the person gets it
wrong then the contestant must
choose the type of torture he or she
must face.
People are also treated to a visit to
Dr. Frankenstein’s lab, a man who
likes to take heads, and a few more
scares along the way.
Most of the people who work on
the set arc volunteers and they all do
it for the fun. Only some of the directors are getting paid. Some of the
people are actors, and one of the
characters is also in the cast of the
local production of ’The Rocky Horror Picture Show."
"We are all sick and twisted here,"
Barchi said. "I do it because once a
year I can be sick and get applauded
for it."

TheixIore Roosevelt dropped by in
1903 but left when he was told to
use the servant’s entrance.
Every night at midnight she
would go into her private seance
room, and contact the good spirits

who would tell her the next day’s
additions to the house.
The quirks in the construction
are because she either tried to confuse all the evil spirits, or because
she new little about construction,

but it probably was a mixture of the
two, according to Nathan Emmett,
the lead guide for the Winchester
Mystery House.
The construction halted on Sept
5, 1922 when she died in her sleep.

A year later the house opened to the
public, and now is only closed on
Christmas. Each tour lasts about 40
minutes, and tonight, along with
every Friday the 13th, there are
flashlight [OWN.

Chills, Thrills, & Halloween Wear
at BALI:EPS
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For Men and Women
New San Jose
Location
380S. 1st St
(at San Carlos)
286-5519
1216 Polk St.
San Francisco
(415) 885 -64011
For Retail,
Mailorder &

$5 off
Or. Martens
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$99

Bike Jackets
Ear & Nose
Piercing

Thursday, October 31st
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CAMERA 3 S. 2nd & San Carlos 998-3300
FINAL 7 DAYS!

BARTON FINK & DOGFIGHT
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TOWNE 1433 The Alameda 287-1433
"NOT SINCE DAVID LYNCH’S
ERASERHEAD HAS A DIRECTOR

-.111

CREATED SUCH A MOVIE. REVIEWERS’
- ’
REACTIONS WILL TELL AS MUCH ABOU l i ill-.
WRITER AS THE RI M. 11 OVED IT!"
t ’t ’
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"WE HAVE ONLY BEGUN TO PAY THE PRICE
’ FOR DAVID LYNCH’S IMMENSE POPULARITY."
-JANET MASLIN. NEW YORK TIMES

"rrs ABSOLUTELY "IASTELESSI 0
ITS BITINGLY FUNNY! ITS A SMALL WORK OF GENIUS’.
-V A MOSETTO. NEW YORK POST

4/814’

"I PERSONALLY HAVE NEVER
ENDURED A MORE HELLACIOUS
EXPERIENCE IN A THEATRE."

DOORS OPEN @8 PM (21+) $5 FREE FOR VIP -0- PASS HOLDERS

-ROD I.URIE. LOS ANGELES MAGAZINE

REMINISCENT OF ERASERHEAD, 0
PINK FLAMINGOS AND BRAZIL,

DIRECTOR ADAM RIFKIN CREATES A COMPELLINGLY
WEIRD URBAN NETHERWORLD."
-JOSEF WOODARD. LOS ANGELES 1 IMES

"A FABLE FROM HELL!"
-SASSY MAGAZINE
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STARTS TONIGHT 10/31
0
ONE
FREE PIG NEWIONS IHURS. & FRI.

WEEK ONLY!

NIN
AT THE TOWNE NOV 7th THE REFLECTING
SKIN and DOCUMENTARY FESTIVAL (SEP ADMIT)
AT CAMERA 3 NOV 8th ANTONIO & JANE and Lily
Tomlin’s SEARCH FOR SIGNS OF INTELLIGENT LIFE
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-4- THE FREAK DADDIES
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NOV. 3
ADV TIX $5 @ CLUB 0 &

$3 @ DOOR

g 8 SHOW @9(21+)

STUDENTS IN FREE
VJEDNESDAYS & THURSDAYS \Al CURRENT STUDENT ID
OPEN FOR DINING AND DANCING FROM 8PM TIL 2 AM WEDS-SU
FREE PARKING ACROSS THE PARK 3RD 8 ST. JOHN
200 N 1ST ST. JAMES, SAN JOSE 408.292.2212 - 21 8 OVER
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Frankie Knuckles goes ’Beyond the Mix’
MtiSt
REVIEW
By Traci Deguchi
DOI!) SI.II I N

Don’t expect to hear a lot of
Rankle Knuckles’ vocals on his
new Virgin Records release,
"Beyond the Mix."
Expect a smooth blend of house
dance music and slow tunes from
the producer and writer who has
brought together a unique album
perfect for relaxation on a winter’s
day.
For the rust track on the album,
"Godfather," Knuckles uses vocalists Roast Beef & Roberta Gilliam

to set your feet tapping and hips
swaying to a funk-filled beat
Gilliam’s vocals pierce Beef’s
rap, and the two also appear on
many of Knuckles’ other songs.
This track, however, may be
deceiving because the rest of
"Beyond the Mix" is not at all for
club going fanatics.
The second track, "Rain Falls" is
a romantic song with the soft vocals
of Lisa Michaelis complete, of
course, with Knuckles’ gentle beat.
Michaelis makes more contributions on this album, singing also
on "Sacrifice," "Right Thing" and
"Sold on Love."
"The Whistle Song" is the only
instrumental track on the album
sampling yet another type of music
with an interesting blend of Paul
Shapiro’s flute accompanying light
cymbals and, not until much later, a
strong bass beat.
The slower songs sound close to
Soul 11 Soul’s reggae -tinged dance
sound, except Knuckles’ moving

tx.at., the 1110IC Illilky heat.
As annoying as dance music can
become, Knuckles’ compilation of
dance, soul and instrumental is
done well to keep the overall album
consistent.
The last track on "Beyond the
Mix ," "Soon I Will Be Done," is a

eompletely dillerent.
The emotional song is strong
and overflows with gospel influence in a vocal combination of a
single male singer and a overpowering selection of back-up singers.
Shelton Becton provides the

vocals on the song, along with his
impressive grand piano accompaniment.
Back-up arrangement conies
from the Voices of DM, and
Knuckles’ finishes the album with a
worthy surprise.

In every neighborhood there is one house
that adults whisper about and children cross the street to avoid.

Now Wes Craven, creator of "A Nightmare on Elm Street" takes you inside...

Read all about the
Homecoming game in
Monday’s paper

HEARTTHROB
VVe’ve Gone Batty
Over Halloween

WES CRAVEN’S

P[OKUIRESTAIRS

ALIVE FILMS , WES CRAVENS ’THE PEOPLE UNDER THE STAIRS"
BRANDON ADAMS EVERETT M(6111 WENDY RORIE A,J, LANCER " ’DON PERE P=BRVAN JONES
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OPENS FRIDAY NOVEMBER 1ST AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE
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